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SINGAPORE – A HIGH-DENSITY CITY WITH SPORTING CHARACTERS
SPECIAL REPORT !

For many years now Singapore has been evolving into
an increasingly vibrant sporting lifestyle hub. In order to
inform the global audience of leading urban
policymakers, sports governing bodies and sports and
fitness advisory groups about the notable urban
transformation of this World City, this special Sportify
Cities report outlines the core pillars of Singapore’s
laudable, egalitarian city planning approach to providing
sporting infrastructure and public space for sports and
recreation in this high-density urban landscape.
A range of socio-cultural, economic, environmental and
political themes are discussed in this comprehensive
assessment, highlighting the interrelatedness of various
aspects of compact city living and the emergence of an
urban sporting culture. Given the city’s long-term
record of insatiable ambition, progressiveness and
innovation, Singapore could in the near future be
transformed into a City Sportification powerhouse – a
Sportified World City with inspiring sporting elements.
The special report concludes by recommending greater
inclusion of the locality factor and by underlining the
marketability potential of a novel, distinctive Singapore
outdoor sporting lifestyle identity.

https://sportifycities.com
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MELBOURNE CITY – THE EMERGING CBD-RUNNING HUB
REPORT !

Over the past two decades Melbourne’s CBD has been gradually transformed into a highrise, high-density urban landscape, establishing high-concentration employment zones and
residential areas for young and middle-age knowledge workers. Simultaneously, a vibrant
CBD-running culture has emerged as a result of changing attitudes towards body health
and the popularisation of inner-city living.
This Sportify Cities report aims to explain this social phenomenon by illustrating the prime
locations for running in the City of Melbourne – the key inner-city area – and by outlining
the key physical and environmental aspects of the emergence of this impressive, yet largely
unnoticed CBD-running hub. In order to further improve the quality of its inner-city
liveability and to attract large numbers of health-conscious knowledge workers, the report
also makes the case for incorporating this growing urban sporting lifestyle trend into
Melbourne’s city centre planning strategy and its city branding.

https://sportifycities.com
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THE HAN RIVER SPORTING LIFESTYLE IN SEOUL
REPORT !

High-density megacities generally struggle to
incorporate green space and infrastructure for
recreation and sporting activities into their
urban spatial structure. To overcome this evident
challenge, over the past decades Seoul has put
much eﬀort into designing a network of
riverside trails and clusters of outdoor fitness
zones along its iconic Han River, resulting in
the rise of its outdoor sporting lifestyle and
improved city liveability.
This Sportify Cities report oﬀers a brief overview
of this noteworthy riverside culture. Yet it also
addresses the issues of air pollution and the
relatively limited accessibility to the river trails,
which are considered the city’s key obstacles to
becoming a globally inspiring urban sporting
lifestyle hub.

https://sportifycities.com
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A SLUGGISH CBD-RUNNING CULTURE IN TOKYO
BRIEF REPORT !

This brief Sportify Cities report explores Tokyo’s
CBD-running culture, an emerging trend in mostly
developed inner-city areas. By outlining the
structural and socio-cultural circumstances of
Tokyo’s inner-city districts, the report examines the
Olympic City’s prospects, and challenges, of ever
becoming a globally recognisable CBD-running
hub.
Overall, the city’s central districts oﬀer only limited
urban running options for their 3 million workers.
Given its proximity to the financial centre, the 5km
loop around the Imperial Palace has been identified
as the most suitable location for CBD-running in
Tokyo; this running trail is particularly popular with
the business elite and white-collar workers after
working hours.

https://sportifycities.com
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THE SPORTING CLOUT OF PRIME WORLD CITIES
REPORT !

As cities around the world increasingly aspire to become more innovative, progressive and
sustainable, they typically view large population centres of global dominance as potential
sources of inspiration. This Sportify Cities report thus argues that some cities – such as the
top-tier World Cities, for instance – are generally better positioned to have significant and
durable impact on urban developments, socio-economic trends and cultural movements in
cities around the globe.
On this basis, a novel conceptual framework of World Cities Sportification will be outlined in
this report. It implies that in future a selection of dominant and influential cities with
sporting tradition could have a transformative capacity of popularising their evolving urban
sporting cultures and creating healthier cities across the developed and emerging world.
These sporting lifestyle powerhouses, the so-called Sportified World Cities, could
potentially act as benchmark and catalyst cities, attracting global attention and inspiring
other cities around the world to embrace the compelling idea of urban sportification.

https://sportifycities.com
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SWELTERING HEAT AT THE 2020 OLYMPICS IN TOKYO
REPORT !

The 2020 Olympics will take place in the midst of Tokyo’s
hot and humid summer period, possibly exposing athletes
and visitors to the most challenging environmental
conditions ever observed in the modern history of the
Olympic Games. By illustrating observational data, this
Sportify Cities report demonstrates that, with maximum
perceived temperatures regularly exceeding 45°C, the sheer
scale and scope of the heat factor must not be
underestimated. In all, the report assesses the severity and
probability levels of sweltering temperatures during the
upcoming Olympics in Tokyo. It eventually provides
athletes, coaches and oﬃcials with a useful selection of the
most suitable regions in the world that could ideally be
chosen for training and performance acclimatization
purposes.

https://sportifycities.com
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TOKYO – THE WORLD CITY OF PUBLIC CYCLING
SPECIAL REPORT !

This special Sportify Cities report gives valuable
insights into the matured public cycling culture in
Tokyo, a top-tier World City. Based on numerical
evidence and first-hand observations the report
argues that Tokyo’s favourable spatial structure and
its traﬃc calming measures – rather than provision
of bicycle lanes and designated bicycle parking
areas – have laid the foundation for the city’s
omnipresence of this convenient transport utility as
well as its notable cyclists’ safety record, challenging
the notion that capital-intensive bicycle
infrastructure, per se, is critical to establishing a
notable public cycling culture.
The frictionless co-existence of cyclists, pedestrians
and motorized vehicles in this megacity could
provide other large, high-density cities with a
refreshing alternative to the top-down bicyclism –
an ever-growing and increasingly ideologically
driven bicycle city movement aimed at pushing
supply of bicycle infrastructure ahead of demand
and replacing energy-dependent transportation
modes with bicycles. The special report concludes
by exploring Tokyo’s prospects of creating a
recognisable public cycling city identity.
https://sportifycities.com
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OSAKA – THE UNEXPLORED PUBLIC CYCLING POWERHOUSE
BRIEF REPORT !

Osaka, the third largest city in Japan, reveals a
vibrant, yet largely ignored, public cycling culture.
This brief Sportify Cities report aims at bridging
this information gap by assessing the city’s
impressively high bicycle commuting shares – up
to 30% in some of its wards. To some surprise,
provision of bicycle infrastructure appears to have
had little influence on Osaka’s extremely high
public cycling popularity levels, challenging the
one-fits-all Copenhagen-style urban bicyclism
recommendations that are being largely blindly
adopted by local governments across the globe.
Osaka and other Japanese cities have proven that
construction of large-scale, capital-intensive bicycle
infrastructure is not a critical factor in becoming a
top-tier public cycling city.

https://sportifycities.com
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BEIJING BICYCLE LIFESTYLE
The game-changing expansion of non-docking bicycle-sharing schemes
ILLUSTRATIVE REPORT !

This illustrative Sportify Cities report outlines the recent trend of non-docking bicyclesharing schemes in Beijing. It briefly describes the key characteristics of the new generation
of these shared bikes and highlight some potential challenges facing this disruptive
innovation.
In the light of the booming sharing economy, the stunning success of various bicycletechnology companies, such as Ofo and Mobike, has visibly revived the short- and mediumdistance bicycle commuting culture in this capital city. If it proves successful in its global
expansion plans, these novel China-based bicycle-sharing schemes could potentially
transform the urban living worldwide.

https://sportifycities.com

	
  

